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Abstract—Preserving the privacy of the users’ information
should be an essential requirement in information management
systems. The mobility provided by context-aware services has
increased the complexity of ensuring this challenge by allowing
users to obtain, share, and provide information at anytime
and anywhere. Addressing this challenge requires automatic
mechanisms that allow users to control their information at real-
time and on demand. In order to achieve these requirements,
we proposed several context-aware solutions that allow users to
manage the privacy of their information through policies. The
privacy-policies managed by our solutions let users decide at
real-time what, where, when, how, to whom, and at which level
of precision they want to reveal their information.

Index Terms—Context-awareness, location-based services,
multi-context, privacy-policies
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ensuring the privacy of the users’ information is a chal-
lenge that sometimes is forgotten by systems that manage
sensitive information. During the last decade, the complexity
of protecting the users’ information has been increased with
the growth of mobile devices. In that sense, mobile devices
have increased the number of applications offering context-
aware services at anytime and anywhere. The location in a
given environment about objects, devices, and people provides
useful information in order to offer context-aware services.

An important number of context-aware solutions protect the
users’ information by using static privacy policies defined at
set-up time. These solutions do not provide easy mechanisms
to allow users to manage their privacy. Furthermore, static
policies are not suitable for context-aware solutions, where
users are constantly changing of environment. In that sense,
users should be able to manage (grant or deny) the access
to their information at real-time depending on their context
and situation. In our opinion, context-aware solutions should
allow users to control what information they want to release,
who can access them, and in which contexts and situations
they want to disclose such information.

In order to improve the preservation of the users’ infor-
mation, we have proposed several context-aware and privacy-
preserving solutions that allow developing applications and
services preserving the users’ privacy. Specifically, users are
able to manage their information through our solutions, which
make use of privacy policies that consider the context or
environment in which they are located. These policies allow
users to share their information to the right users, at the right
granularity, at the right place, and at the right time.

II. PRIVACY-PRESERVING AND CONTEXT-AWARE
SOLUTIONS

During the last decade, several proposed works let users
define privacy-preserving policies to control their personal
information. The users’ mobility has brought an evolution
from proposals that protected the users’ information in specific
contexts (intra-context solutions), to systems that control
the users’ information considering multiple and independent
context (multi-context solutions).

A. Intra-context solutions

Among the solutions that protect the information in intra-
context scenarios, we proposed a framework called SeCoMan
(Semantic web-based Context Management) [1] which pro-
vided support for developing context-aware applications pre-
serving the users’ privacy in a “Semantic oriented” Internet of
Things (IoT) vision. Using SeCoMan, applications were able
to collect the information generated by the IoT using a set of
predefined queries. In order to cover the privacy of the users’
information the queries provided by our solution considered
the privacy-policies defined by the users previously. These
policies allowed users to share their location to the right users,
at the right granularity, at the right place, and at the right time.
Specifically, using our solution users were able to hide their
locations to other persons; mask their position with fictitious
ones; establish the level of granularity at which they wanted
to be located; and define the level of closeness accepted to
be located. Fig. 1 shows the SeCoMan architecture, which is
composed of three layers to allow framework actors to manage
the resources and develop applications more efficiently. Note
that the three layers that form the architecture are common
for the proposals explained below.

B. Multi-context solutions

Multi-context solutions consider intra- and inter-context
scenarios in order to protect the users’ information when
they move between independent contexts or environments.
In that sense, CAPRIS (Context-Aware PRIvacy-preserving
system Supervised by users) [2] was our first approximation
to this kind of solutions. Specifically, CAPRIS was in charge
of protecting the users’ information in the context where
they were. Using CAPRIS, users were able to decide at
real-time what, where, when, how, to whom, and at which
level of precision they want to release their information. This
information can be the space in which they are located with
different levels of granularity; the users’ personal information
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Fig. 1. Overview of the multi-layered architecture of our context-aware
solution

with different levels of precision; the users’ activity; and the
information oriented to the context in which they are located.
Using CAPRIS, users did not have to manage their privacy, but
they just have to choose the most appropriate group of policies
suggested by our solution considering their preferences.

Finally, MASTERY (Multicontext-Aware System That prE-
serves the useRs privacY) [3] is an evolution of CAPRIS that
protects the privacy of the users’ information in multi-context
scenarios (intra- and inter-context scenarios) incorporating the
user consent to reveal his/her personal information. To this
end, MASTERY suggests to the users several sets of privacy-
preserving and context-aware policies, called profiles. In order
to protect their information, users just have to choose the
most suitable profile according to their interests in the context
where they are. Furthermore, using our solution users are
able to modify the profiles adding, deleting, or modifying
some of the policies that form the profiles. Finally, when
the information is going to be shared the owner receives a
notification at real-time and he/she decides if grant or deny
the exchange of information.

Fig. 2 shows an example of privacy-preserving and context-
aware profiles. The example is composed of two different con-
texts, Context A and Context B. Context A has two context-
aware profiles, Profile A and Profile B. On the other hand,
Context B has the Profile A and Profile B. Each profile is
composed of several privacy policies which can be shared by
the profiles existing in that context.

Context_A Context_B

Profile_D
Policy_B1 *

Policy_B3 *

Profile_A

Policy_A3 *

Policy_A2 *

Profile_B
Policy_A2 *

Policy_A4 *

Policy_A1 *

Profile_C
Policy_B1 *

Policy_B2 *

Fig. 2. Context-aware profiles with several policies for each context

The policies that compose the privacy-preserving and
context-aware profiles can be categorized into two different

groups, intra- and inter-policies. These two groups of policies
allow users to protect their location, personal information,
activities, and context-aware information. Specifically, intra-
policies protect the users’ information inside of specific
contexts, and inter-policies preserve the users’ information
between different contexts. In order to protect the information,
the intra- and inter-policies’ groups are composed of disclo-
sure and reveal policies. Disclosure policies are in charge of
indicating what information of the users can be shared. On
the other hand, reveal policies indicate where, when, and how
the information can be shared.

Disclosure and reveal policies are composed of specific
fields such as Type, the kind of policy; Maker, the user
or service administrator who defines the policy; Target, the
user whose information is being managed; Requester, the
user, or group of them, who request information; Result, the
relationship that determines the access to the information;
What, the sensitive information revealed by the target; Where,
the place or context in which the policy must be applied;
When, the date when the policy must be applied; and How,
the activity done by the target or the requester.

Type ∧ Maker ∧ Target ∧ Requester ∧ What ∧
Where ∧ When ∧ How → Result

III. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented in this paper several solutions in charge
of protecting the users’ information at real-time in context-
aware environments. The privacy-preserving policies provided
by our system consider the context in which users are located
to manage the users’ information. The users of our solutions
can modify the policies at will by adding, deleting, and
modifying information to control what, where, when, how,
and to whom the users want to reveal their information.
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